How to Always Have All Your Needs Met
Money the Great Illusion
Today most money is manufactured in the form of paper or metal. Money has value solely because
the people in the society that it is used believe that it does, have confidence and trust in it. But why
do we believe in money and what purpose does that collective faith in money's value serve? Money
is a shared illusion. Its very existence creates some interesting psychological effects. It gives people
a sense of power; it makes them feel more independent, more self-sufficient. These perceptions
only feed and strengthen the great illusion. One of the reasons why the love of money is considered
to be the root of all evil is because it subtly creates a wedge between mankind and his creator, by
deceiving man into believing in an alternate power that can be seen, felt and used as one sees fit. It
changes the nature of social relationships, by giving a false sense of greater worth to he who has
more or less worth to he who has little. It makes us become more selfish and less altruistic toward
others. However as man does for others he also does for his creator. Therefore the love of money
causes an individual to forsake his maker through a perception that more often than not corrupts
the heart. Mankind is susceptible to having faith in what he can relate to with his five senses. In the
case of money, we can see and feel this worthless piece of inked paper that our governments has
slowly over time programed the masses to accept as having value. This programming has also
assisted in causing great separation from true values which enhances the mind, body and soul.
Those who understand what is being done, but are in it to enslave their fellow man by controlling
his mind and will, change sacred universal principles. As the people slowly adopt the changes of
sacred laws in their everyday lives over time, they collectively create, through their thought
patterns, their own destruction by attracting and activating negative energies in their reality.
Therefore the result is that a great curse has devoured the whole earth through the collective
mindset of the inhabitants of the earth.

What is Money?
Money is best defined in terms of its functions. Money as we know it is anything accepted to
pay for goods and services or to settle a debt. It is a medium of exchange which allows the
barter system to take place in an abstract manner. Centuries ago, the world operated primarily
on the barter system. The most valuable promises were few and were backed mostly by gold,
silver, land, or a herd of horses or cows, something solid. Villages and towns, farmers and those
in the trades, all operated primarily by a barter system. A chair built by a carpenter was paid in
a quarter of a slaughtered cow. A bushel of figs was paid by getting a tooth pulled by a dentist.
Financial sophistication developed slowly, based on the growing confidence that the backer of a
money system, could be counted upon to deliver something of solid value. Until recently
precious metals, especially silver and gold were considered the backing. Paper money was
introduced and had the backing of gold. When the time came to phase in the global debt
system of the dark ones, to plunge the globe into debt, the gold backed monetary standard was
abandoned worldwide. A paper money debtor economy ran the paper and ink beyond the
supply of gold. Thus we now have fiat currencies all over the world, money that is backed by

nothing except the confidence of a people in slavery. Those who have enslaved the populous
are the same ones controlling the legalized gambling system of the world: the Stock Exchange,
Commodity Market, and the Bond Market. These are the true benefactors of this system of
money today. Today people labor to acquire this medium of exchange. Some invest in order to
acquire more and store up their earthly riches. However, everything in the physical world is
subject to the order of break down and decay, therefore it cannot last forever.

What is Debt?
The usage of money in transactions has the function that discharges debts. Today we have been
herded into a credit card using society. This is all part of debt creation for the inhabitants of the
earth. Money is created out of the thin air in the form of credit and used as a function that
establishes debts in every society to be only discharged by using money that has been
marketed to control the people’s will. All developed and developing governments today
systematically finances spending through unsustainable levels of borrowing from central banks.
These central banks are all working together to bring forth a global debt agenda. Eventually all
nations will find themselves in a designed crisis. The crisis is just ahead of us and will be
triggered because:
1. Economic growth has slowed, even though they are telling the people there is a
recovery and
2. Central banks will soon raise interest rates, which will lead to a vicious cycle of larger
and larger interest payments that will cause the nations to not be able to satisfy their
interest or principal payments.
This will lead to what is called a national default on government debt. When this happens to
the United States all nations will be brought down with it. The Federal government is preparing
for this collapse. Your money in the bank is no longer insured by the Federal Reserve (FDIC), but
by the good faith, and credit standing of the American government. The United States for all
intent and purpose is bankrupt. Therefore the people’s bank accounts are backed by a bankrupt
government that will not be able to a replace the value of any accounts. New credit cards are
being designed with an R F I D microchip technology. If US government sneezes too hard the
whole system will come crashing down creating a disastrous debt situation for the people. After
that impending doom, the microchip currently being tried out in new credit cards will still be
used, only not in a card, but in the individual.

How Debts are created
Your possessions are owned by the one who owns your name. Your name – which is property-,
was created as a corporate entity used for the purpose of business by the one who holds it.
Whatever you acquire in that name is actually owned by the one who owns your name. So you
work (labor) to give all that you have over the one that owns you. Society has been deceived
into thinking that what they have is theirs. Everything you have at this appointed time is owned
by the person who owns your name.

1. The more credit you acquire, the more debt you are to whom you are subjected to.
2. The more credit you acquire, the richer your owner becomes, because he owns your
name.
You work (labor), not knowing that when you sign, your name to an agreement to pay, that
you’re obligating yourself to labor to build with no promise of benefits of your labor. You are
actually working for free with the illusion of thinking that what you acquire will be yours, but
not knowing in fact that the name you sign is actually own by someone else.
In order to establish people as permanent debtors, and thereby in perpetual begal capacity and
indentured servitude, it is essential to bar access to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sovereignty
Genuine Law
Title to Substance
Freedom from indebtedness.

This cannot occur if the money used for financial transactions in society is substantive, sound,
not created by debt, and free of any compelled performance for using it. One can be ruled,
exploited, and enslaved only if this free, sovereign situation, gold and silver, is replaced with
legal obligation to use debt notes belonging to one’s creditor(s). One is then rendered a
permanent debtor, barred from access to his lawful estate as a free, sovereign being, and
rendered obligated in perpetuity to the owner of the “currency” he uses in commercial
transactions and the “valuable consideration” he tenders in contracts.
It is clear that if someone buys things with property, Federal Reserve Notes (FRN), that does not
belongs to him, and “pledges”, FRN as valuable consideration on contracts through which he
benefits by receipt of goods, services, or specific performance, he has forfeited all rights to
claim true ownership and standing in law. Such a person is contractually obligated to the
owner of the currency that he uses to buy, sell, trade and carry on his commercial/financial life.
In terms of finance, commerce, and law, the entire planet actually function in a mirror image
world of reality, anchored by private money that represents liability, not substance i.e., federal
reserve notes.

Collapse of the Great Illusion
True worth cause light to shine on, and eventually expose all illusions, including the great monetary
illusion. Things are looking great, the recession is over, the unemployment rate is back down
towards prerecession rates, banks are lending again, and the stock market hitting all-time highs.
However this is all part of the great illusion. These indicators are all being manipulated, by
those who have been ordained and foretold by the prophets to do just that. The global society

has been seduced by this monetary illusion and now we have been brought into a false sense of
normalcy. Those who have cast this spell on humanity understand dark sentences and have
been given the authority to cause man to exile his Father from within. This is part of the
abomination that makes desolation. YHWH is now rejected by mankind and man without the
knowledge of his Father in the earth has become desolated and a great depopulation awaits
humanity.
All variables are now in place for the plug to be pulled on this great false sense of normalcy that we
have been herded into, and ushering a great collapse that will set up the kings of the east for a
short time. When then takes place, everyone who is not prepared to function outside of this
normalcy syndrome will suffer greatly. There are great events that have taken place and are
scheduled to take place in the cosmos that have caused those in charge to know that they only have
a short time to implement their plan. Therefore they have sped up their plan. They have taken
control of many governments who would have established their own agendas. Others have joined
them because of intimidation and promises that will later prove to be empty. However, there are
those who are due east and north of Jerusalem who are proving to be disruptive to the plan. Some
of these were in the game, but didn’t like what they saw, so they have strayed and have now
become resistant along with others who never bought into the plan to begin with. Now utter
annihilation looms as these men have begun to strong arm governments in order to force this plan
to move forward, before time runs out.

The Foundation of True Riches
Contrary to popular beliefs, riches are not based upon the amount of valuable physical things that
an individual has. True riches, is a state of mind. It is a state of mind that harnesses health,
prosperity and total peace of mind. This state of mind can only be measured by content of
character. Not our own character, which is worthless, but a higher character that does not lose
value and continually yields more values as it gives of itself.

True Riches and How to Receive it
A wise man once said: “Wisdom is better than silver and gold”. The same wise man said that the
reverence of YHWH is the beginning and chief part of wisdom. He also said that a wise man sees
trouble coming, and prepare in order to escape it. However, those who lack knowledge of the
impending disaster are destroyed, simple because they didn’t know.
A wise man stores up his riches in heaven, through his right thoughts, true intents, productive
words, and just actions. He works to owe no man anything except to love him. Eventually he will
lend, and give to many individuals and borrow from no one, simply because he respected and lived
according to life attaining principles.

